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Instructions to the Room Supervisor / Examiner :
Please check and record the time taken by each candidate to compose the
given English matter and enter the same in their respective submitted
proofs with your initials.

1.

10
Draw sketch of composing stick and explain its parts.

2.
24
Set the following English matter using available point type for 24 pica
width and submit a corrected proof.
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COLOUR CHANGING ROCK
We have often heard about the chamaeleon changing its colour, but
any hill doing so seems to be a strange phenomenon. There is a hill in
South Australia called Ayers’ Rock that changes its colour everyday and
in every season.
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Henry Ayers was the Prime Minister of South Australia, hence this
rock was named after him. It is an oval hill measuring 7 km in length
and 2∙4 km in width.
This hill is of Red colour when the sun’s rays fall on it in the
morning. It seems as if the entire hill is on fire. Shadows appear on this
massive rock when the sun sets. From the morning till evening this will
change colour from yellow to orange, then to red and to violet or even
black. You might think that it is a magic will. But the reason is that this
rock’s structure is such that it changes its colour according to the
change in the angle of the sun’s rays and weather.
The tribal people living in this region used to worship it in the caves
at its base. They started drawing in the caves. It was difficult to reach the
hill in the olden days. But now roads have been built and this hill has
become a tourist attraction.
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